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WC president refuses to give up position
By I.isa Billigmeter
Daily staff writer

Todd Cronin. who was asked to
step down from his position as
Inter-fraternity Council president
by Student Services last week. refused to relinquish his position at
the WC meeting Monday.
Student Services requested that
Cronin withdraw as president after
his fraternity. Pi Kappa Alpha,
was placed on suspension by its
national headquarters.
"We can’t very well have someone who is a member of a fraternity that is no longer here as
president." according to Nada
Houston, coordinator of Greek Affairs.
There was standing room only in
the Associated Students council
chambers, where the IFC meeting
was held. as Houston and Cronin
got into a dispute over Cronin’s

‘If the university
expects me to
give in and walk
out with my tail
between my legs
then they have
the wrong
individual.’
Todd Cronin,
IFC president
status as president.
Cronin addressed the group of
more than 60 people, stating that
he was "not planning to step
down."
lie reached the decision after he

received unprecedented support
from the Greek system and from a
circulating petition.
The petition stated. "We, the
presidents of our respective chapters at SJSU, petition to keep Todd
Cronin as Inter-fraternity president."
It also read, "We feel that we
are a self governing body that reserves the right to elect and maintain anyone who satisfies our constitution and bylaws requirements.
Todd Cronin was elected in December 1989 to serve a one year
term. He will serve out that term
until only one of two things happen: he resigns, or the members of
the Inter-fraternity Council elect to
remove him from office."
Chris Carpita, IFC vice president in charge of membership, organized the petition, which was
See CRONIN. back page

Letter sent to nationals in support of Pikes
Its Randy Robertson
Daily staff writer

A week after the SJSU Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity was suspended by its national headquarters, the presidents of several
other campus fraternities signed
a letter asking the national Pike
leaders to reconsider.
two-paragraph
letter
The
shows support for the Pikes and
lists several reasons why the suspension was a mistake, according to those other presidents.
"We feel that the punishment
handed to them is unfair and too
harsh," the letter states. "The
fraternal relationship between
houses has dramatically improved because of direct efforts

due solely to Pi Kappa Alpha.
acknowledges
The
letter
"shortcomings in the areas of
academics and community relations," but asks the national oflice of Pi Kappa Alpha to reconsider the suspension anyway.
The letter did not elaborate on
those shortcomings.
Pi Kappa Alpha’s suspension
took effect on March 26.
According to the Spartan Daily
on March 27, the charter was
suspended and not revoked.
Last semester the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity released its annual wonien of San Jose State
calendar. The calendar, which
featured female students in various stages of undress including

two nude models. was criticized
by many students and faculty and
was a factor in the Pike suspension, according to Pi Kappa
Alpha president Joe Espinosa.
"The main reason was because of the calendar. Espinosa
said. He said that the national
headquarters sees an "attitude
problem within the house."
Espinosa said that several national representati. es will be
coming to SJSU to interview the
Pi Kappa Alpha members before
finals in May. If they receive a
favorable review, their charter
may be restored.
"I really don’t see an attitude
problem within our house." Espinosa said.

Magazine a voice for Afro-Americans ROTC program
By Nick Fisher
Daily staff writer

Donald Taylor, an advertising
student, sat down in front of his
friend’s computer last year to write
a newsletter promoting African
American Students in Mass Communications.
"I got on the Macintosh." Taylor said, "found out how great it
was and the next thing I knew, it
was a magazine."
Taylor, who graduated in 1989.
IN 110W managing editor of the
IIlag:Ville called "Forward" and
has his own computer. He is training an entire staff on the computer
and preparing for the release of the
semesterly magazine’s third edition due in mid-April.
The publication has changed
from being a promotional frier and
recruiting tool to being a voice for
African -American students on
campus. members of its staff say.
Last semster. about 700 copies
of the 34-page magazine were
printed and most of them have
been given away with patrons donating $1 a copy to the organization.
The magazine. intended for Alrican-American students, is not the
first of its kind. Taylor said. Similar magazines are offered at the
University of Santa Clara, the University of Calitbrnia at Riverside
and the University of California at
Santa Cruz. The University of California at Berkeley has two magazines that are intended for African -American students.
The magazine’s whole focus is
about us helping us." Taylor said.
"Us unifying together. learning
about our history and going forward and promoting it."
Taylor sees a need for unity
among African -American students
at SJSU. The magazine i a way of
achieving that unity. he .11(1.

discussed by
faculty group
By Mike de Cive
Daily staff writer

The ROTC should he hooted off
campus because the program
squelches academic freedom and
critical thinking, and casts SJSU in
the role of training killers, according to some members of a faculty
group.
Others in the group. Faculty for
Social Responsibility. said Friday
that since there is going to be a
Military, it’s better that officers are
trained on public campuses like
SJSU so they get exposure to the

Rick Romagosa Daily staff photographer

SJSU graduate Donald I aylor, center. editor of h orward, ponders a thought while he trains Rolland
The magazine provides something "that African-American students can relate to and a place to
see their own faces . . . and their
history," he said.
I’here is a lot of ignorance on
campus and what I’m trying to do
is break that down and let people
know that we have a pretty deep
history.’’
But the magazine is more than
articles on African-American history. The articles tackle issues
such as racism and discrimination.
The magazine looks at how African -Americans are portrayed in the

New guidelines set

Daily staff writer

An expanded policy concerning
free alumni use of the Event Center
was passed by the Student Union
Board of Directors on March 27.
All that remains is final approval
from SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
"I’m very happy with this middle point." said Janet Redding, assistant to the president for alumni
and special events.
The initial policy started all
alumni free-use time in August.
SJSU alumni weren’t officially informed of the policy, so those who
hadn’t signed up in August were
losing their free time.
The new policy drawn up by
Ron Barrett. Student Union executive director, seemed to please
everyone.
"Janet found absolutely no
faults with it." said SUBOD chairman Scott Lane.
Included in the policy are the
following guidelines:

media. It takes a hard look at cur- Show." which is titled "Is the
rent events and makes some strong ’Cosby
a
Different
Show’
allegations.
World’?", Taylor, the author, took
In last semster’s issue, Adam his "questions to the streets to see
Clark, a junior studying sociology, what others thought."
recounts his being arrested by the
He concludes that, "unfortuUniversity Police Department in nately, for many African AmeriOctober in an article titled "UPD cans in this country. ’The Cosby
Against Blacks.
Show’ is a different world.
But Taylor does write that the
Other articles in the issue included a remembrance of Huey program is positive because it
Newton, a story about the earth- "uplifts and protrays Africanquake aftershock in West Oakland Americans in a positive world."
This semester’s edition will inand a sociological analysis of
clude articles about Nelson Man "The Cosby Show."
The article about "The Cosby See FORWARD, back page

Cause for alarm

Revised alumni policy
awaits Fullerton’s OK
By Barbara I,angley

Murray, left. Mark Henderson, Brian Gibbs. and
Regina Calloway on the Macintosh.

The policy only applies to semesters when fees were collected
but the whole facility was not
open. (Between the fall of 1982
and the spring of 1989).
Extend the application to start
five-year period through August of
1994.
Use the August 1994 date as
the final application date for all
former students, even those enrolled now.
Once an application is made
and the clock starts ticking, it
keeps running until the time is used
up. The clock can’t be stopped and
restarted.
A semester of fee payment
will he defined as six months of
Use.

The expanded policy will be
publicized in an article in June’s
issue of the alumni digest. Redding
said. She is also encouraging
SUBOD to produce a brochure
stating the expanded policy, that
would he available to everyone,
she said.

In accordance with a
statewide earthquake drill.
alarms will sound all over
campus at 10 a.m. today.
University staff members
will evacuate most of the
buildings on campus to learn
what would happen in a real
emergency as part of "Duck.
Cover and Hold." the kickoff event of California Earthquake Preparedness Month.
During the drill, students.
faculty and staff members are
asked to duck under a desk or
table for 30 seconds when
alarms sound. and then evacuate the building. The drill
and evacuation that follows
are expected to last no longer
than 20 minutes. according
to Richard A. Staley, SJSU
preparedness
emergency
coordinator.
In accordance with this
special month, the Daily has
devoted pages 5 and 6 of this
issue to earthquake preparedness.
The stories range from
what safety measures to take
before, during and after an
emergency to what the experts say about the possibility
of another major temblor.

"Should the university be training people to kill?" asked Bud Andersen. a psychology professor. at
the organization’s weekly meeting
at the Campus Christian Center.
"What if we train people to run the
Nazi death camps on campus. Is
there any difference’?"
Bernadette Moise. a lecturer in
math and computer science. said
having ROTC on the campus gives
the students a more well-rounded
education than they would go at a
military academy.
"At least that way they’ll have a
balanced view of the world."
Moise said, who added that one of
her better students had been in
ROTC.
Celine Grenier, a lecturer in
English. said in an earlier interview that she’s not sure whether
she wants ROTC on campus.

’They say it’s a
necessary evil,
but . . . don’t put
much emphasis
on the word evil.’
Celine Grenier.
English lecturer

It bothers her that the military
stresses only the non-violent aspects of the armed services, she
said.
"They say it’s a necessary evil.
but they don’t put much emphasis
on the word evil she said. "Just
the word necessary
See ROW hock page

Campus landscaping project
started in honor of Earth Day
By Kevin J. Weil

lions from businesses..

Daily stall writer

In addition to the trees, the area
will include a pedestrian path connection from the library to the cafeteria. A hedge enclosure on the
raised terrace in front of the library
will provide an outdoor dining area
with tables and chairs.
According to sources who attended the announcement meeting
on Thursday, the project had been
in the planning stages prior to contact by Earth Corps hut had not received funding support.
The project materialized following the contact by Earth Corps representative John Wheeler.
Wheeler wanted to recognize
Earth Day at SJSU after learning
about the Survival Faire events that
took place on this campus 20 years
ago, it was reported in a project
planning meeting on Friday.
Wheeler became interested in
SJSU as a site for an Earth Day
celebration when he discovered the
car burial demonstration that destroyed a brand new. canary-yellow. 1970 Ford Maverick, according to members of the planning
meeting.

In a sudden announcement by
SJSU President Gail Fullerton on
Thursday. a landscaping project
began Sunday in the area between
the Central Classroom building
and the faculty cafeteria on Seventh Street.
The construction area extends
from the end of now abandoned
Seventh Street in front of Clark Library down the street to the last
palm tree in front of the Art building.
An estimated cost of $1370X)
could be nearly cut in half if the
trees, which could cost $60.000 if
purchased, are donated instead,
according to Joanne Rife. Public
Information Director.
Spartan Shops will be helping to
pay for the project but "no money
will come from the general budget," Fullerton said in an academic senate meeting Monday afternoon.
"The money will be coining
from non -state funds," Dan
Buerger. assistant to the president
said. "We’re hoping to get dona-

The car was iemosed eight
months later and was used as a cornerstone to Santa Clara County’s
rapid transit terminal, the first in
the country in 1970.
SAFER has also planned events
for Earth Day by sponsoring an
"Earth Week" for the week of
April 16-20 with more than 30
events planned. The events will include Teach -ins, art exhibits, film
festivals, debates and rallies.
Earth Corps is a non-profit private foundation established to remit young people who will help
in reforestation projects.
As part of the commemoration
for the plaza construction, a naming contest has been announced by
the university.
In recognition of Earth Day. the
concept behind the plaza and
theme of the contest is "a responsible ecological committment to
the Earth and the environment.
Anyone interested should submit entries to the administration
building. Room 242, no later than
4:(X) p.m. on Friday. April 6.
Daily staff writer Mike de Give
contributed to this report.
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Letters to the Editor

What kids
are thinking

Abortion column misses points
Editor.
One thing that completely baffles me is Jamie
Pitts complete ignorance of the law But that is not
uncommon in the abortion issue -- many things remain hidden ’the tact that abortion is legal through all
nine months of pregnancy and that no significant legal
harriers exists to a woman seeking an abortion in her
ninth month She can simply say that it would be
stressful for her to have the baby and get a doctor to
agree. And who is he to disagree when S1.500 is on
the line.
Yes. Stress is encompassed in the Roe vs. Wade
"health" of the mother clause. Not to mention that a
third of all women who have had abortions are suffering from the horrors of past abortion syndrome.
And, yes, she is right when she says dead babies
(fetuses) are a real part of having an abortion. But
dead Jews and Catholics were a real part of the Nolocaust also. Does Jamie have the courage to continue
her statement. "dead fetuses are a real part of having
an abortion, but if the emotions they evoke in people
are the backbone of anti -abortion arguments that’s
not enough for me." with. "dead Jews were a real
part of the Holocaust hut if the emotions they evoke in
people are the backbone of the anti-Hitlerian arguthat’s not enough for me." I hope this is not
ments
the case.
Another argument she uses hauntingly echoes a
voice from our own past. . ." If because of religion or
faith, you don’t believe abortion is right. . .don’t
have one."
It may sound absurd, but go back in our history
and find out the arguments of the South.
Lastly, the Idaho legislation passed two weeks
ago directly challenges Roe vs. Wade. the most disgusting decision handed down by the Supreme Court
since the Died Scott decision. Hopefully, they’ll
come to their senses.
Cheryl Lootens
Junior
liberal studies

Job Corps has some faults
Editor,
In response to Sanderisse Deason’s letter in the
March 29 issue of the Spartan Daily regarding the Job
Corps. I’m sorry that I missed Ms. Billigmeier’s column. It must have been a humdinger.
I live two blocks from the Job Corps and I’m just
one of many that wish Job Corps would either he relocated in "The Twilght Zone" or torn down. Here are
some facts and not mere "conjecture"
You can’t walk the intersection without being harassed the majority of the time. The students congregate in a secluded area between my apartment and the
house next door and smoke weed, act obnoxious,
drink, make loud noises and just barely miss completing the act of sex. A couple of years ago, they came to
a tenant, day and night living at my complex to buy
hard drugs.
My son worked at 7-11 at San Carlos and 10th
streets for years. He could tell you a days full stories
of beer runs the students have tried, their obnoxious
behavior and disrespect for the workers and customers. You can deny it and say it isn’t so until the cows
come home and point to the few that are really trying
to change their lives around.
You can tell us again and again about your rules.
But we know why most of the students are there. The
brochures at the Alum Rock Counseling Center spell
it out. The reality is that the majority don’t give a
damn. I’ve known Job Corps "graduates" that still
don’t contribute anything positive to society. We who
live in this neighborhood, pay our taxes, try to obey
the rules, see it all the time! We try calling the police.
but that doesn’t work. By the time they get there the
Job Corps students are merely a memory, all snug in
their dorms. Do you ever catch them skipping classes?
1 do. I see them walking away from Job Corps, eluding truant officers many times.
Did Ms. Billigmeier mention anything about the
thefts in this neighborhood? I sure wish I hadn’t
missed her letter! Let me close with this on behalf of
the frat houses near where I live. Within the last four
years they have been very cooperative in "turn down
that music" and "control your guests" upon request.
Not true with Job Corps.
Stephanie Bon
Clerical
Computer science department
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Memory of a not so happy anniversary
Never forget.
A year ago this month, tragedy
struck England and the whole
sports world when 94 soccer fans
died at a semi-final match in Sheffield, Enland.
SJSU was a witness to this tragedy due to the extended program
in Bath. England.
I was a part of this wonderful
program, and was just as shocked
as the rest of the English. let alone
the sports world.
Being an ignorant American. I
tried my best to understand the
whole situation. I had to acquaint
myself to the mentality of the English soccer fan (especially Liverpool fans). the -ctracture-of the
stadium, and the circumstances
due to police attitude and crowd
control.
I had to find the method to all
this madness.
The semi-final match between
Liverpool and Nottingham Forest
was played at a neutral site in Sheffield. This site was equidistant between both clubs’ Northern England location.
Liverpool is to soccer what San
Francisco is to football.
Nottingham Forest was allotted
the same number of tickets even
though the Liverpool fan base was
much larger. Forest fans were situated in the more spacious terrace,
while the wild Liverpool fans had
to settle for the more cramped terraces on the other side.
Terraces arc like football end
zones with no seats, just standing
room. It is a part of the English
soccer tradition.
The police relations with the
fans, especially Liverpool’s, has
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BY MARK SMITH

Forest fans were
situated in the more
spacious terace,
while the wild
Liverpool fans had
to settle for the more
cramped terraces on
the other side,
not been very good in the past.
mostly because of hooliganism.
English soccer fans were banned
for two years because of fan hooliganism. While in Belgium. the
English hooligans got into a freefor-all with the Italian fans, before
the match, resulting in 38 deaths
and 400 wounded.
Police were only outside the stadium, and by the time they restored order it was too late. Hooligans are not necessarily football
fans, but highly organized "street
gangs" who use the soccer
matches to rumble with rival gangs
in the terrace section of the stadium.

No wonder the police are weary
of the fans.
Before the semi-final match at
Sheffield. the Liverpool fans
inched their way to their terrace
entrance, although some did not
have tickets. The match was about
to begin, and suddenly a mad rush
by the fans crushed those in the
front of the terrace harriers. These
harriers were put up recently to
Prevent fans from jumping onto the
field (pitch invasion) and disrupting play.
More paranoia, due to hooliganism.
The t,utLy way to rifle’
nnur-thriteid-vye. re aceess’Igtfte0
The police, Mincing the ifh ening commotion, ()penned only one
gate. The result were fans stepping
on each other in a desperate attempt to escape.
A sudden chain reaction of
events caused the Hillsboro nightmare. The lack of crowd control
outside the stadium and the overall
negligence of the police, causing
the mad crunch to the front. Most
of the fans at the front were children.
These fans were helplessly
trapped in an elaborate cage to prevent pitch invasion and fan violence. Notxxly has ever died due to
pitch invasion (according to the
British press), and these deaths at
Sheffield were not caused by fan
violence.
Even though this tragedy happened a year ago, this dark day in
British history is still fresh in my
mind.
I shall never forget and neither
should anyone else.
Mark Smith is a Daily staff writer

Letters to the Editor

Pub I.D. policy discriminates
Editor,
The University Police Department has a new ax
to grind. Not satisfied with taking away bikes, the
UPD has declared the Pub off limits to all students
with out of state I.D.s!
Doesn’t the UPD have better things to do than
deny out of state students access to the Pub (like chasing down bikers and skatelx)arders)? 1 feel that if I pay
out of state tuition, I am entitled to use all of the facilities on campus. It is unfair to deny out of state students access to the Pub just because they lack a California ID.
Further, the Pub stated that a U.S. passport
would be an acceptable form of I.D. How many students carry their passports to school?
The UPD and Spartan Shops are discriminating
against me because I’m an out of state student. I
thought that the UPD and the university tried to reduce the amount of discrimination in society and not
contribute to it.
Heidi K. Deeringhoff
Junior
(
deselopu lilt lit

Other causes just as important

would still be high and the illiteracy rate would be
high. If abortion is allowed, the social problems will
still remain.
The abortion thing doesn’t guide our lives nor
our national direction. Instead of spending great rhetoric and energy on this thing, our leaders or lobbyists
should concentrate on what really directs our lives:
taxes, tuition, inflation, etc.
I would like to know why a nonprofit private
firm like Planned Parenthood is being subsidized by
the governemnt. Just because a woman has a right to
her tx)dy doesn’t mean she has the right to use our tax
dollars. We have a right to privacy but the government doesn’t pay for our window curtains.
While the pro-lifers and pro-choicers rant and
rave and insult each other, fanatical environmentalists
threaten our progress and our pocketbooks. While the
anti-abortionists and pro-abortionists march in Washington, American children are graduating without
knowing the responsibilities of citizenship nor do they
know the skills of critical thinking nor the proper
usage of the English language. While the "pro-birthers" and the "anti-birthers" lx)mbared us with exaggerated propaganda, housing space continues to decrease in the metropolitans due to rent controls and
inning laws.
Carlo F. Arian’
Junior
Finance

Editor,
Very recently, while having lunch, a wonderful
friend asked me the following: "If there were a ballot
that had two choices, abolish abortion or allow aborThe editorials that appear at the upper lefttion, how would you vote?"
hand column of the Forum page reflect the majority
If abortions were abolished today, the rate of ille- opinion of the Spartan Daily Editorial Board. The
gitimate births would still be high, the crime rate board is made up of the Daily editors.

Editorial policy

a

By Vincent T

Odd,,

An Linketter used to say, "kids say
ASdamdest things."
This past week. I certainly learned
that lesson well when I was greeted by an ene.
lope addressed to me from Brier School in Fremont. It turned out to be a letter from James
Richards. who teaches a sixth -grade class at
Brier. In his letter. Richards mentioned that he
was pursuing his master’s degree right here at
SJSU, and he happened to see a column of mine
from a few weeks back titled "The Power of
Hugs.In case anyone missed it, here’s a quick
recap of the column’s content: I proclaimed myself a "hug-a-holic." touted the healing a.speers
of a hug and explained different methods of
hugging. To add a literary air, I chose to close
with a line from Shel Silverstein’s poem "Hug.
0-War. "
As I was writing that particular column. I
couldn’t help wondering what people reading it
would think of it, or what they would think of
me, or if anyone would bother reading the darn
thing atall .
Anyway. Richards wrote me a letter, and
in it, he told me how much he enjoyed the column and what a great writer he thought I was.
OK. I thought, so far, so good.
Richards went on to say that he invited his
sixth-grade class to read my "huggy" column,
and asked them to write to me on what they
thought of it.
I must say, I was amused by most of their
responses. and the teacher assured me that they
were being honest. He also apologized for any
responses that I might find "offensive," but I
looked long and hard and could find none that I
could honestly deem "offensive."

-5

of the letters asked if I was gay. To
AFEW
that, I must respond "Yes and No."
According to Funk & Wagnalls, the
word "gay" can mean "happy and carefree or
merry." and, judging from that definition, yes,
I would say lam gay. at least most of the time.
However, as time has gone on, "gay" has
some how picked up another meaning. As many
may know, the word has been utied as a slang
term for "homosexual." If one were to ask if I
were gay, as in "homosexual," I can honestly
say. "No, I am not gay." Of course, some homosexuals may also consider themselves ham
x
wer
,Out hat’s naAgeriit"vortrriL>tor
wd
i w dt;CI to say, and iritirey, too, e
my column. I was particularly pleased to find
that some of them agree with my statement on
how hugging can be good medicine on a bad
day, and was also charmed by the warm response to my Shel Silverstein reference.
However, mixed among the roses were a
few thorns. One student thought my "hug-aholic" reference was "stmgy," whatever the
heck that is supposed to mean, while another
said that hugging is "OK between the family,
but outside the family, NO WAY!" This same
person went on to say that hugs can be good
medicine hut. "sometimes nothing can stop the
sadness."
I. for one, actually feel more comfortable
hugging friends than I do people in my family.
It may sound weird, but that’s just how lam.
Getting back to the comments. I think the
best one came from a student who wrote.
"When lam in a had mood, a hug can cheer me
up. A hug makes you feel just so good, doesn’t
it? I couldn’t agree more."
One more particularly encouraging comment came not from a sixth-grader, but from a
member of the Spartan Daily photo staff, who
tolds gremeaflt at. out, "I really liked your column. It
w

I

Anyway, my sincerest thanks go out to
James Richards and his sixth-grade class at
Brier School. All of your comments are well taken and don’t worry, I’m not offended.
I’m just a "huggy" kind of guy.
Vincent T. Oddo is an associate edit,

Letters to the Editor

Baseball team overlooked
Editor,
Having season tickets to baseball, I am well
aware of, and totally appalled by the Spartan Daily s
pathetic treatment of the team.
Inaccurate scores, captions and names are e5.
pected at this point. But consistent snubbing of our
top 20 baseball team to softball is beyond ridiculous
Why is it the formerly unranked softball team took Ow
top spot the top ranked baseball team deserved?
Giving the softball team a half page article and
the baseball team a small column blurb was an iflU
to the team and fans.
This is not to say the softball team has no merits.
Any sports fan will welcome another top 20 team. But
is it necessary to totally ignore the fact the consotautly top ranked baseball team has been rated nunlbc
90 Not one sentence mentioned
this fact, after a wholc
three days following its release.
The baseball team has proven they have earned
their place in the sun. Why not give them the respect
they reserve?
Dave I aind
Sophomore
Administration of Justice
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Monetary union considered
EAST BERLIN (AP)
Rainer Korkow leaned back on a
park bench in a grassy squar.:
called Marx -Engels Forum and
pointed to the stark, gray apartment building across the street.
-One hundred and nine marks
a month it costs for my four
rooms." said the 32-year-old
window washer as he lounged in
the sun with his wife and two
children on a beautiful Sunday in
East Berlin.
"How much will it cost after
reunification?
Six
hundred
marks? Seven hundred? And
how much will I make? Half as
much!"
The 109 marks that Korkow
pays monthly for a three-room
apartment is officially about 36
West German marks ($21).
The same modest apartment in
West Berlin, one of the world’s
most expensive cities, could go
for 1.000 marks ($600). perhaps
1.500 marks ($900).

East Germans who can barely cannot live on 300 marks," said
follow the labyrinthine political Miriam Jonas, 20, an employee
wrangling that is a prelude to at the government travel bureau
merging two economically dispa- in East Berlin. "All prices, for
rate countries got a serious dose rent and groceries, will go up.
of price sticker shock during the But our savings and salaries will
weekend.
go down.
The Bundesbank, the govern"We were very optimistic.
ment institution that controls the
West German money supply, Now. I don’t know if we can live
said it was proposing East (ier- with such conditions." she said.
The idealism that brought
man marks be valued at a 2-1 rate
against West German marks in a down Communism last year has
been quickly replaced by shock
planned monetary union.
That would appear to be a over the cost of capitalism.
good deal, since East Germany
Some blame West German
itself has only an official 3-1 Chancellor Helmut Kohl for
rate. In truth, the currency is promising them Western prosnon-convertible and virtually perity while campaigning for his
worthless in Western markets.
political surrogate in East GerBut for many East Germans, many, Christian Democrat leader
some of whom fear a Western- Lothar de Maiziere.
style cost of living as much as
they hope for Western-style
De Maiziere’s conservative
wages, the news was disturbing.
coalition easily won East Ger"I think it’s terrible. I work many’s first free elections on
for 60:X) marks (monthly) now. I March 18.

Tiananmen Square
under close guard
BEIJING (AP)
Tiananmen
Square reopened Monday with
armed police maintaining a conspicuous presence among sparse
rainy -day crowds.
The vast square was closed to
the general public on Sunday. a
day overseas dissidents had asked
students and others to "stroll"
through it in a silent protest over
the military suppression last June
of the pro-democracy movement.
On Sunday, the city instead
brought in some 5,000 schoolchildren who banged cymbals and heat
drums as part of ceremonies to encourage civic enthusiasm for the
Asian Games to be held in Beijing
in September.
Chinese offices and factories
told people to stay away from the
square on Sunday and warned they
should not go to Tiananmen on
other anniversaries of events highlighting the April -June democracy
campaign.

Ushakov is seeking not only the return of his
anti -communist writings, but monetary
damages for the emotional suffering he and
his wife, Irina, endured.
course. I don’t need their rubles."
Ushakov, 43. now a Russian
language instructor, recalled how
he became the target of a two-year
KGB manhunt after he published
underground criticism of the Marxist-Leninist system while teaching
at the Soviet naval academy at
Odessa on the Black Sea.
Tipped of his imminent arrest on
charges that carry an automatic
sentence of 12 years in the gulag,
Ushakov said goodbye to his bride,
who gave him cash and jewelry
and told him. "Better you are alive
in the West than dead in Siberia."
At midnight on April Fool’s Day

1984 he eluded nearly a dozen
KGB agents surrounding his apartment and began a 40-day flight to
freedom by taxi, bus, train and a
treacherous climb over the snowswept Caucasus Mountains into
Turkey under the machine guns of
circling Soviet helicopters.
Meanwhile, he said, his wife
was "exposed to deadly risk" for
nearly four years. Finally, after an
11 -day hunger strike and an appeal
to Nancy Reagan for help, Irina
was given a passport and visa on
Christmas Eve 1987 and flew to
Washington the next day. She was
the first wife of a "border crosser"

3

For the Record
In a story dealing with the marl
of football practice that appeared
in the March 29 issue of the Spartan Daily, it should have stated that
Rick Rasnick is conducting spring
practice drills.

r!
In a story about A.S. funds
being allocated to student groups
that appeared in the April 2 issue
of the Spartan Daily. it should
have stated that Phi Gamma Delta
had amended its proposal to include all organizations in a contest.

California Carwash
Hiring Part Tlrnir / Full Time
Experiencod Costlier / Corwash
Apply in Person
2345 South 7th / Tully
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99.95

White Lustrium On Sale

Soviet defector Ushakov sues KGB
WASHINGTON (API - Soviet
defector Alexander Ushakov outwitted two carloads of KGB
gumshoes to make a daring escape
to the West six years ago. Now
he’s plotting another humiliation
for the Soviet secret police.
Ushakov says he’s suing the
KGB.
The former Soviet navy commander plans to haul his former
tormenters into court possibly
before an international tribunal in
London
to recover
books,
manuscripts and other documents
seized by KGB agents during a
raid on his wife’s apartment in
Odessa in 1984.
Ushakov is seeking not only the
return of his anti-communist writings, but monetary damages for the
emotional suffering he and his
wife, Irina. endured.
"I’m talking about millions,"
he said, sipping black Turkish coffee in his suburban Arlington, Va.,
apartment. "In hard currency, of

As the 100-acre square reopened
today, about a dozen police vans
and jeeps were parked there, and at
least 1(1 pairs of police armed with
pistols and walkie-talkies were
seen patrolling the plaza.
People werenot allowed to walk
around the base of the monument
to revolutionary martyrs in the center of the square. The monument,
normally open, was guarded by
about 15 police, up from the usual
four sentries.
Fire trucks with water cannons
were parked on the east side of the
square next to the history museum
and outside the Great Hall of the
People to the west. A dozen plainclothes police were seen gathered
next to the Great Hall.

SPARTAN DAILY

to be reunited with her husband.
Ushakov described his dramatic
escape in a book titled "In the
Gunsight of the KGB," published
last year by Alfred A. Knopf. Now
he has the KGB in his own gunsight.
According to experts in international law, Ushakov would be the
first person ever to sue the KGB.
Ushakov is confident he’ll win, but
the experts say the odds are overwhelmingly against him.
Already, Ushakov is learning
that it won’t be easy. When he
served his legal papers at the Soviet Embassy last September, he
said, "They were shocked. They
didn’t know what to do."
After six weeks of silence, the
embassy responded with a procedural complaint: Ushakov had
failed to sign the $25 money order
required for processing his civil
petition.
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YesterDailk:
Because many students are not
on campus every day. YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous day’s top stories.
SJSU’s administration is sponsoring a campus-wide walkout
Tuesday at 10 a.m. but it’s all
for a good cause. University staff
members will evacuate most of the
buildings on campus to learn what
would happen in a real emergency
as part of "Duck, Cover and

Hold," a statewide campaign to and 4, had requested more than
teach everyone what to do in case $6,000.
of a large earthquake.
The Associated Students Board
of Directors gave out almost $4.000 Wednesday to four student
groups, including two who plan to
hold conflicting Cinco de Mayo
celebrations. The groups, both
planning celebrations for May 3

Arnez Washington won last
week’s Associated Students pesidential race by a landslide, according to preliminary vote counts released Friday. Washington’s 1,345
votes more than doubled the 489
cast for Jim Walters, David William Myers II had 195 votes.
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SpartaGuide is a daily calendar Meeting, 430 p.m , S.U. Almaden Room.
available to SISU student, faculty
WEDNESDAY
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible Study, noon.
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North S.U. Montalvo Room Call 298-0204
Room 104 and at the Information CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Pre
Center of the Student Union. The Easter communal celebration of reconciliadeadline for entries is 10 a.m. No tion, 7:30 p.m., Campus Ministry Chapel
phone-in items will be accepted
(10th and San Carlos). Call 298-0204
TODAY
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Women’s Support Testimony Meeting, 11 30 am, SU MonGroup noon to 1 30 p in . Admin 201 Call talvo Room Call 258-1035
924-5930
SJSU PEER AIDS EDUCATION: Sexuality
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Information and You Sex in the ’80s, 10 a in. Student
Table on Death Penalty. 11 a m. to 2 p m .in Union Middle Level. Call 924-6136.
front of the Student Union. Call 257-6050
BUL-LYT: Weekly Meeting, 12:30 p.m.. FO
CHRISTIAN 104
AMERICAN
ASIAN
FELLOWSHIP: Guest Speaker Andy
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Women’s support
Garcia on handling quarrels and strained group. 3.30 p.m to 5 p in. Admin 201:
relationships. 7 p in S U. Guadalupe brown bag lunches. noon. S.0 Pacheco
Room
Room. Call 924-5930
GEOLOGY CLUB: Speaker Series, 1230 FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB: Open
p m . Duncan Hall 306. Call 924-5050
Gaming, 6 p.m to 11 pm. SU Costanoan
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Prayer and Sharing, Room Call 924-7097
noon. Campus Christian Center (10th and ARMY ROTC: Bunny Shoot April 4, 10 am
San Carlos) Call 298-0204
1o4’30 p.m MacOuarrie Hall
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY:
Weekly Meeting, 10 am. SU Pacheco Seminar Vertically Nested Regional NumerRoom Call 297-0266
ical Weather Prediction Model. 4 p m . DH
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT: Final M S. 615. Call 924-5200
Seminar Steve Ferla. Analysis of Medium CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Effects in the Solvolysis of Adamantyl Com- Law information day, 11 a m to 3pm.SU
pounds, 4 30 p.m , DH 135 Call 924-5000.
Umunhum; Career exploration by computer.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Chris- 230 p.m., BC 13: Summer job hunting techtianity on Trial, 705 pm Engineering Audi- niques. 530 pm.SU Almaden. Call 9246030
tonum Call 294-4249
PHI ALPHA THETA: Distortions of U S His- PHI ALPHA THETA: Annual book sale, 9:30
tory. a talk by Dr Dowd, noon, S U Guada- am to 3.30 p m
lupe Room Call 971.8256
PSI CHI HONOR SOCIETY: Biweekly club
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT meeting, 2 p in . Psi Chi lounge. DMH 337
CENTER: Resume I resume preparation, Call 243-9854
230 pm.SU Almaden, Interview prepara- STUDENT AFFLIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT: Meeting 5 p in Envition, noon, S U Almaden Call 924-6030
PHI ALPHA THETA: Annual book sale. 930 ronmental Resource Center. DMH 235A
Call 924-5467
a m to 3 30 p m
THURSDAY
PSI CHI HONOR SOCIETY: Bi-weekly club
meeting, 4 30 p m Psi Chi Lounge. DMH ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting.
337 Call 243-9854
noon, Campus Christian Center (lower
ECONOMICS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: level). 10th and San Carlos

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: ’X
Need Not Apply Prejudice and Privilege,
7 p in . Campus Ministry Center 110th and
San Carlos) Call 298-0204
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Weekly
Meeting, 7 p.m., S.0 Pacheco Room inlormation table, 10 a in to 2 p in in front of
the Student Union Call 257-6050
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Rag
Lunches. noon. Admin 223 Call 924-5930
PHYSICS SEMINAR: M S Crowder of IBM
on Study of Semiconductors by Electron
Paramegnetic Resonance, 1 30 p in Science Bldg 251 Call 924-5267
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Careers for Environmental studies majors. 9 a.m., S.U. Almaden. Co-op
orientation, 130 p.m., S.0 Guadalupe Call
924-6030.
SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday Worship,
10:45 a.m. (Lutheran); 6:30 p.m. and 8:30
p.m. (Catholic), Campus Chnstian Center
Chapel (10th and San Carlos). Call 2980204.
OTHER
CHRISTIAN
AMERICAN
ASIAN
FELLOWSHIP: Message on Handling Finances and Biblical Financial Planning.
Tuesday, April 17. Message on Prayer
Guest Speaker AACF s regional director
Rich Hong. Tuesdau. April 24. both at 7
pm, both in S U Guadalupe Room Call
275-1057
STUDENT CALIF. TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION: General Meeting 9 a in SH 331
Call 270-0469
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Employer presentation careers
with Waste Management. 1030 am SU
Costa noan Rm Call 924-6010
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Daily
Lent Mass, Mon through Thurs 5 15 p in
Campus Ministry Chapel roth and San Car
los Call 298-0204
ACADEMIC VICEPRESIDENTS OFFICE: Open forum. Dr Lela Uorens, Candidate for Associate AVP Undergraduate
Studies, 4 p m . Eng 285 Call 924-2404

- PART-TIME/FULL-TIME
- FLEX IBLE HOURS
CUT is a computer manufacturing and marketing
firm based in Santa Clara and has the following position
available:

- RECEPTIONIST
Able to handle multiple line phones, organize, type and file.

If you are persevering, responsible, dependable, able
to work with others and can communicate clearly

Please call Jenny or Jill at (408) 988-1970
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Pitcher returns
to A’s camp after
ten year absence

Sweet 16th win sets new
record for baseball team
By Randy Robertson

SPARTAN

Daily staff writer

Atter breeiing through the preseason with a 28-2 record, the
Spartan baseball team opened its
Big West season by taking two of
three games at LIC-Santa Barbara
last weekend
Dave Tellers (8-11 picked up a
win on Friday. and Rob Andrakin
(5-0) closed out the weekend series
with a one-hitter on Sunday.
Friday’s win was the team’s
liSth in a row, breaking the school
record set last season. SJSU 130-31
entered Big West play on a roll.
having won the Spartan Classic the
previous weekend.
"We obtained our goal, to win
the series." Spartan coach Sam Pirani said. "We feel good about
that.’
Piraro rates the Big West conference as one of the toughest in the
nation, and his goal is to win every
series in conference play.
"I don’t know if you can win
two out of three every time," Piran) said. "Every game is a battle."
Tellers beat the Gauchos 5-0 to
record his first career Spartan shut.

SPORTS
’I don’t know if
you can win two
out of three every
time. Every game
is a battle.’
Sam Piraro,
SJSU baseball coach

I’llOLNIX (Al’) - Alter a de_
cade of drugs and decline, Mike
Norris is back with the Oakland
Athletics and trying to regain the
form that made him a 22 -game
winner in 1980.

ranked this season.
In Sunday’s rubber game, An&akin dominated the UC-Santa
Barbara batmen. He allowed only
a first -inning single by Jeff Antoon
in leading the Spanans to a 3-1 victory.

The 35-year -old right-hander
spent all of last season in the minor
leagues after being out of baseball
altogether in 1987 and 1988.
He’s on Oakland’s major-league
roster during spring training at
Phoenix Municipal Stadium, tr
ing to make the club as a reliever

Andrakin was named Big West
pitcher of the week for his efforts.
He was also named the Collegiate
BaseballiCoppertone national coplayer of the week.

"The first day I came in here,
butterflies were running through
me in an immense fashion. I almost wanted to cry," Norris said.
"It was that wonderful feeling of
1164 back. You don’t know how
much something means to you
until it’s taken away from you.
I’ve experienced that to the total
maximum."

"He was right on top of his
game," Piraro said. "I don’t think
anybody in the country could have
pitched a better game. He was brilliant . ’
The Spartans take a break from
their Big West schedule to play at
Santa Clara University today at
2:30 p.m.

out. The win was his 20th at SJSU,
moving him to a tie for third place
on the school’s all-time list, seven
Left-hander Donnie Rea is
victories behind Anthony Telford.
scheduled to start for the Spartans.
bounced
Gauchos
Saturday the
Although it is a non-conference
hack with a 17-11 win. Mark Ring- game. SJSU will not relax.
kamp and several Spartan relievers
"We approach every game trywere rocked for 15 hits and 10
walks. With a 24-10 record, the ing to win.’ Piraro said. "But, our
Gauchos have been nationally- priority is to win the conference."

Jim Mohs

Daily staff photographer

SJSU pitcher Mark Ringkamp, who has a record of 6-2. gave up seven
runs in two innings to UC-Santa Barbara in Saturday’s 17-11 loss.

Norris first joined the Athletics
in 1975 when they were coming
off three straight world championship seasons "and still had Sal
Bando and Reggie Jackson and
those kind of guys around," he
said You tend to get an ego."

Coaches impressed with first
inter-squad spring scrimmage
Ity Adam Steinhauer
Daily staff writer

Marcia Lepler

Daily staff photographer

New and returning Spartans hit
each other hard but helped each
other off the ground in the first
inter-squad scrimmage of spring
practice Friday.
No score was kept in the aggressively played, but friendly serimage and special teams weren’t
used.
The Spartan offense concentrated on the running game, offensive coordinator Rick Rasnick
said, giving new running back
Macao Babosa ample opportunity
to impress the coaches.
"We think he’s really tallented," Rasnick said of Babosa.
"We think he’ll really complement
Sheld0h
Canley, the Spartans’ main offensive weapon last season, will
play running back for the Spartans
again next fall.

Asked if Babosa. a transfer from
Bakersfield Junior College, will
start this year along with Canley.
Rasnick said. "He’s definitely
going to play football for us.
Whether it’ll be fullback or halfback or wherever is hard to say
right now but we definitely want
him and Sheldon in the backfield at
the same time."
Babosa, when asked if he expected to be a starter, said, "I
think I have a very good shot as
long as I can maintain my mental
state."
Defensive coordinator Donny
Rea was also impressed by some of
his new players. Although he
wouldn’t say if they would be
starting or notrkes said that rovers
Poug CaltagilL and Anthony
Washington NO "caught his
eye."
Rea was even more enthusiastic
about his defensive linemen.

"They did a good job rushing the
quarterback," Rea said.
The current Spartan roster lists
three players at nose guard Bob
Bleisch. Will Cason and Abraham
Lualemena, and five defensive
Greer, Sean
tackles Marqis
Neel, Mike Powers, Spencer
Smith and Simon Vaoifi.
"We need to work on our pass
protection," Rasnick said of his
offense, who the defensive line
performed so well against.
Rasnick said that this week the
Spartans will concentrate more on
developing their passing game.
"We’re staying fairly limited in
our passing game. the first week,"
Rasnick said. This week "we’ll
open it up a little more and bring in
more of a variety’.’’’
Rasnick will be in charge Of the
Spartans’ spring practice sessions
until a replacement for former head
coach Claude Gilbert is hired.

Sheldon Canley tries to get by outside linebacker, Jeff Flowers during scrimmage

Bowling club beats Fresno, heads for Portland
By \like de Give
Daily staff writer

The women’s bowling club
wok the Section 1 championship
II is weekend in Fresno. beating
second-place Fresno State by 1,170 pins and securing a slot in
the National Collegiate Bowling
Championship in Portland next
month.
The club scored 13,313 pins
against four other colleges in 12
team games and nine baker
games, where players alternate
play in 10 frames of bowling.
"It was kind of a blowout considering there were 12 regular
team games," said Ronni Shehorn, a member of the SJSU
club.
Fresno State will also advance
to the nationals April 25-29, with

first and second place winners
from the four other sections
across the country.
With the sectional championship behind them, the five-member club is starting to size up the
competition on the national
level, Shehom said.
"We have a decent idea of
who we’re going to see and what
the competition looks like," she
said.
The club saw most of the national contenders play at least
once during a tournament in St.
Louis during Thanksgiving and
in Las Vegas during the winter
break.
In St. Louis, SJSU scored two
of the highest team games in the
country and went on to take second place. The club won third

place in Las Vegas.
"We have an excellent chance
of winning. We’re as good as
any team out there and we’re better than most."
This is the fourth straight year
the club has won the Section 1
championship. They won fifth
place at the national level last
year, and took home silver medals the two years before that.

kterio7NERN/811
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"We plan on coming home
with gold medals," she said.
Shehom expects tough competition from every team on the national level, especially Kentucky’s Moorhead State, last
year’s national champions.
"They’ve lost a couple of
players, but they’re still a strong
team." she said.
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Be Bop and Beyond

Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At
The Most Exciting Race In Europe. ..The Tbur De France!
As you race to the finish of the school yeac
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FINISH"
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of these
great prizes:
GRAND PRIZEONE WINNER
An all-expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the
1990 Tour de France.
FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS
A Raleigh Assault or Finesse’ All-Terrain Bike.
SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack.
THIRD PRIZE-1,000 WINNERS
A sports water bottle.
To enter just race over to the campus contact
listed at right and ask to take a free test drive on
one of our featured desktop PCs. It just might be
the most rewarding test of your college career!

data systems Iluti
Grave 5.41

In the Student Union Amphitheatre

Buy any of our
qualifying
desktop systems’ at
a great student pnce,
and get a Raleigh
All -Terrain Bike
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Now at:
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
ONE WASHINGTON SQUARE
Mon. - Thur. 7:15 - 7:00
Fri. 7:15 - 5:00

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN’

ZEN/TN

41’
46654

Buy A PC,
Get A Bike FREE!

Form Nii 1246

HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8,1990!
Graph. atinulale Microsoft. Wand... product of Mieroadl Corporation.
’Quaid:yin’ systems include 7.236 LP Model 20,1236 1-P42 Model 20, Z.203
LP/12 Model 40 when purchased with any Zenith Nis Systems VGA Manila
1990, Zenith Diu Systems
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Earthquake Preparedness Month
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Hayward fault activity likely
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Years of stress
build under
Bay Area fault
By Christine De Craw
Deily eel writer
As SJSU makes plans to practice
earthquake evacuation procedures,
scientists speculate that there is a
50 percent chance of an earthquake
with a magnitude of 6.0 or above
along the Hayward fault within the
next 30 years.
Cite indicators are based on the
history of the fault, according to
Ed Bortugno, a staff geologist at
the Bay Area Regional Earthquake
Preparedness Project (BAREPP).
They look at whether or not the
fault has been repeatedly active, it
it has been a long time since the
last one and if all of the stress was
released during the site’s last earthquake.
"Hayward hasn’t had a major
one since 1868," Bortugno said.
"It’s a likely candidate."
The stress within the fault "is
like a rubber band," said Pat Jorgensen, public affairs representative at the United States Geological
Survey (USGS). "It builds up to a
certain point and then breaks."
A major earthquake on the Hayward fault is one of the greatest potential hazards to human lives and
property in the nation, according to
the Earthquake Planning Scenario,
published by the California Minds
in Geology. The 100 kilometer
fault is the heaviest line of popula-
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Source: Earthquake Planning Scenario
tion.
-Through the years, a number
of failures (earthquakes) formed a
geological bench," said Jorgensen. "It left sharp hills that leveled

off, and when people began to
populate that area, they built the
city on that flat bench."
"A major earthquake could
occur there and the damage would

Campus to offer free CPR
training to faculty members
By Lisa Cuellar
Daily staff writer
Richard A. Staley, SJSU’s
emergency preparedness coordinator, initiated a proposal approved by SJS,U President Gail
Fullerton to give faculty and staff
members free cardiopulmonary
resuscitation training.
The CPR program is just in
time for California’s Earthquake
Preparedness month. The university is covering the cost of training material for the class and the
University Police Department
will be heading up the training.
But when the training will be
available, where it will be available, and how many people will
be teaching and attending is not
yet known.
Sergeant Bruce Lowe, head of
the investigations unit for the
UPD, will be in charge of the
training, Staley said.
"I hear that they will be doing
it, but I don’t know when it’s
supposed to start," Lowe said.
The program is not yet prepared.
"In case of a major emergency, the more people you have
trained in CPR, the better off
you’ll be." Staley said.
Staley requested that faculty
and staff members be allowed
eight hours relief time, a release
from their job duties, to take this
CPR basic first-aid course.
"The university is making it

and "it wouldn’t intertere with
the things that we must do. I’m
sure we could work around it in
way that would permit it."
It would be a tougher problem
getting people interested. Willis
said. "There’s so much apathy.
It’s a very important thing. I
would certainly be willing to
try." he said.
Staley said it would be more
difficult for faculty to take the
course because of varying schedules and classes. He said he
hopes to get the class started by
the end of April for Earthquake
Preparedness month.
Also made available to staff
and faculty in their March paychecks last Friday were blue
cards, containing different instructions about what to do in
certain emergencies, for their
wallets.

.

Sergeant Bruce Lowe,
. in charge of CPR training

available," Staley said, but he
explained that the department
chair’s would have to authorize
the time they off from regular duties to attend.
James Willis. chairman of the
economics department, said he
was receptive to the program so
long as people are interested in it

"It’s not going to do you any
good to put it in your pants and
sit on it,’ Staley said. "Take it
out from time to time and look at
it.. .refresh your memory."
When asked whether he
thought anyone would read a
blue card in the midst of an earthquake or major emergency, Staley commented,"preparedness,
not on the job training."
"I can only make the material
available. I hope they remember
October 17th."

be very significant," said Chris
Wills, assistant geologist for the
California Minds in Geology.
The chance of an earthquake is
greater now than before the October 1989 earthquake on the San
Andreas fault, Bortugno said.
There is a relation between the San
Andreas and the Hayward, he said,
in which they seem to jump back
and forth accross the bay.
For example, the 1836 earthquake was followed by a magnitude 7.0 on the penninsula, which
runs from Daly City to Los Gatos.
"The October quake should be
considered a wake up call," Bortugno said.
In his opinion as a "blue-collar
seismologist," Alan Lindh, of the
USGS, said there is a 20 percent
chance of an earthquake with a
magnitude 7.0 or above within the
next five years.
"The pattern of seismic activity
in the bay area over the last 50
years is that big earthquakes come
in clusters,’ he said. "Sometimes
they lead up to a big earthquake."
Lindh said that people should
take steps to prepare for a big
earthquake now.
Homes should be bolted to the
foundations, objects against the
walls, such as shelves, should be
secured, children should know
what to do in the event of a major
earthquake and politicians who are
bringing hazardous buildings up to
code, should be supported.
"It is a reality people should
deal with," said Lindh. "We’re
not just BSing people."

MI6

jects.
Practice earthquake drills with
family and friends.
Know emergency phone numbers.
qualified personnel
Have
teach you how to shut off gas,
water and electricity.
Other preventative measures include securing heater and appliances that might move to decrease
the chance of damage. Putting
flammable liquids secured on a
low shelf.
Food, water and supplies such
as flashights extra batteries and
other supplies should be stored
where they are easily found,
according to the Bay Area Regional Earthquake Preparedness
Project.
Taking these precautions can
improve the chances of survival.
During the quake:
Get beneath a doorway, or
under a desk, tables or other secure

surfaces to avoid falling objects.
If outdoors, stay in an open
area.
Stay away from windows and
outside walls.
If driving, pull over, stop and
remain in the car.
Do not run if you are in a
crowded place.
After the quake:
Check for injuries and personal damage.
Do not use telephones unless
to report an emergency.
Check for gas leaks and electrical problems.
Look for cracks in the building.
Check food and supplies.
Turn on portable radio for
news.
Be prepared for aftershocks
In the event of a major earthquake. people should remain calm
and stay in their homes unless it’s
unsafe.

By Lawrence J. Salisbury
Daily stall writer
There wasn’t much to do on
Oct. 17, but there could have
been. SJSU was prepared.
In case of an incident similar
to the October earthquake,
evacuation plans exist for all
buildings on campus. Central to
the plan are building coordinators whose job is to oversee the
evacuation and to make sure everyone has left the building.
"These people are making a
commitment to the preservation
of lives and people." said Richard A. Staley, emergency preparedness coordinator for the
university.
The coordinators are volunteers who normally spend a lot
of time in their assigned buildings and are likely to be there in
case of a problem, Staley said.
The plan calls for a five-minute sweep of the building to
make sure everyone is out and
to assist the injured or disabled
to a stairwell. All staircases
have insulated doors and separate ventilation systems to protect any occupants in case of
tire.
Assisting the coordinator is
an alternate, in case of injuries,
and several helpers to check
each floor.
The team then stands guard at
all entrances to the building to
make sure no one goes back in,
said Karen Barbour, coordinator

tor the music building
Barbour discounts the possibility of danger.
"It doesn’t bother me. It
should, but it doesn’t. I guess
I’ll worry about that when it
happens." Barbour said.
While he admits there will be
some danger to the coordinators
and their teams. Staley said he
thinks it will be minimal.
"I’ve never really thought
much about it," Staley said.
"Hopefully it will he over
quickly and everyone will be
safe .
Barbour has a background in
emergency medical care and
several of her team members
have first -aid training. In addition, her team has performed
several practice drills and participated in today’s practice
evacuation. The school also had
several lectures to teach coordinators their job and to answer
any question.
"We’ve spent some time on
what our duties are and how to
deal with them," Barbour said.
"I wanted to get involved. I
think it is important," Barbour
said.
The music building has two
floors and 10 classrooms. Although the number of people in
the building varies at different
times of the day, there should
have been about 500 students in
the building during this morning’s drill, Barbour said.

Public not prepared for major quake
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Sometime in the next 30 years,
along the fault system that cleaves
the earth under the San Francisco
Bay area, an earthquake to equal or
exceed the devastating October
temblor will strike again, and the
public isn’t prepared, experts
warned Friday.
The admonition was sounded rq!Fatedly in speeches at the general
asserribly- meeting of the ninecounty Association of Bay Area
Governments.
The Bay region is "a bowl of
soil ... a large bowl of jelly" at the
mercy of the great earth faults that
traverse the Bay area. said Richard
K. Eisner, architect, planner and
head of the Bay Area Regional
Earthquake Preparedness Project.
The heavily attended session
was held at the San Francisco Marriot Hotel. which opened, and
closed, the day the earthquake
struck. The huge hotel closed
down overnight, then reopened
after damage was assessed as
minor.
The Loma Prieta earthquake.
registering 7.1 on the Richter
Scale, "was a love tap compared
with what could happen" if the
shaker should hit on the Hayward
Fault in the middle of the region’s
nearly 6 million population, said
ABAG President Warren K. Hopkins.
The Oct. 17, I5-second earthquake hit at 5:04 p.m. and was
centered 70 miles south of San
Francisco in Santa Cruz County. It
cost 67 lives, some 3.000 injuries
and over $7 billion in property loss
and damage. It was one of the cost-

New program takes giant steps
toward emergency preparation
By Adolfo Torres
Daily stall writer
There are important steps that
individuals should take to minimize the impact of earthquakes,
according to the Bay Area Regional Earthquake Preparedness
Project.
SJSU has been working to increase quake awareness. "Beat the
Quake" is a program developed
for this purpose. according to
Richard A. Staley, emergency preparedncss coordinator for the university.
steps that can minimize damage
and be the difference between
death and survival.
Before the quake:
Know where your family will
reunite in case of a quake.
Know the safe spots in your
house, under tables, desks and
doorways.
Know the danger spots, near
windows, mirrors, hanging ob-

Coordinators ready
to secure buildings

liest single natural disasters in within the next 30 years.’
U.S. history. Liquefaction and
About 60,000 people were in
slides in a 5,400-mile area ruined
homes and blocked roads.
Candlestick Park when the quake
"Now," Hopkins told some 500 struck. Some fans might instead
officials and community staffers, have been on the top deck of the
"our goal is to be better prepared, San
Francisco-Oakland
Bay
quick to respond, better in our re- Bridge when a 50-foot section of
covery. The experts tell us that an roadway collapsed, or on the Cyearthquake more than 7.5 may press structure of Interstate 880, a
strike the Bay area at any time portion ethrhich collapsed.

Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains
Earn While you learn. Make a short term commitment to a temporal
assignment during vacations or breaks. Earn grind pay with Western
Temporary Services and gain valuable experience on the lob. Work when
you want, where you want, for as long as you want. We’re Away, here
when you need money most. Give us a call. Western Temporal, Ser%
The one to call when you want to work.
Stop in and ask for your complimentary "Guide to Sues essiul
Interviewing" booklet. Over 350 offices worldwide.
San Jose: 841 Blossom Hill Rd., Suite .2121)
(408) 365-7700
1994 South Bascom Ave., Suite .1003
(408) 371-7171
47 Metro Drive
(408) 451-1411
Sunnyvale: 657 Town 6: Country Village
14081 245-45s;
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Earth uake Preparedness Month

Croquet Attire?

Volunteers play key role
in providing quake relief
II) Brian Wright
Daily staff weer

_telt
Julie Lynn Rogers Daily stall photographe

Dave Juszcyk, assistant men’s gymnastics coach, plays croquet by Spartan Memorial

To ensure SJSU can survive on
it’s own for three days after a
major catastrophe, the campus
Emergency Operations Center will
he provided with a number of volunteer services, according to Richard A. Staley. the university’s
emergency preparedness coordinator.
From a converted school bus for
a mobile EOC, to volunteers of
KSJS and the SJSU Amateur
Radio Club. Staley said emergency
plans call for utilizing each service
torup to 72 hours. After that time
period, state and federal agencies
should he able to render assistance.
he added.
"Any university office or department," he said. "that has an
FOC assignment is given locker
space" inside the EOC bus, which
will act as headquaters in case the
I acuity and staff dining room cannot be occupied. It will be used to
store "anything to keep it operational for 72 hours." Staley said.
He mentioned personnel papers.
documents and records as an example of what a univeristy office
or department might store in the
bus.
Tom Letts, KSJS Newsbreak
adviser, said the biggest problem
to broadcast information after a disaster is gaining access to the fa, dines. After the Oct. 17 quake.
KSJS Newsbreak personnel moved
from the newsroom in Wahlquist
Library North to broadast facilities
in Hugh Gillis Hall, where earthquake news reports were broadcast.
KSJS Program Director, Anna

House restoral draws many helpers
OAKLAND. Calif. (API It
was a different kind of house party
tor Martha Booker.
There was music and food. hut
the guests weren’t there just to
have a good time. They came to
rebuild Booker’s Victorian house,
which was destroyed in the October earthquake.
"It feels real good to have so
*many people here helping." the
70-year-old Booker said of her Saturday guests. "I don’t know who
all were here. hut they lifted my
spirits."
More than 70 men and women
from all over the San Francisco
Bay area left party clothes at home
and appeared in overalls, jeans and

boots
Instead (.1 gilts they brought
hammers, saws and other equipment to start the first pan of the
project, tearing down the remains
of Booker’s West Oakland home
and clearing the debris from the
lot.
"People came to work and they
worked hard." said Alameda
County Supervisor Warren Widener, who led the effort to help
Booker. In addition to the 70 people who worked Saturday, another
150 stopped by to sign up for later
work or give moral support.
Widener and the other volunteers decided to help Booker after
she became frustrated with delays

in receiving tederal relief money.
The amount she is entitled to.
$20.4(X), is not enough to rebuild
the house, and her only income is
her 5800 social security check.
Booker is living for the time
being in East ozikliitid-But is eager
to return to the West Oakland
home where she has lived since
1947.
"This is my community and I
want to return here," she said.
Charles Gregory. a general contractor who is heading the "houseraising" project. said he hoped
that by working six days a week he
could have the house rebuilt by
October.
Mayor Lionel Wilson also ap-

Around the World

Anti-tax rioters continue violence
in London streets; 341 are arrested
About Wu
LUNIHIN IAP)
people chanting "Can’t pay. won’t
pay! clashed with police in a second day of anti -tax protests as a
*Cabinet mitustet toured the site of
one of the .vIirst riots in London
this century.
Police said filar veil* were arrested in Sunday ’s clash.
omits smashed
On s.iturday
windo..., set cars ahlaie and hat ? led police in Whitehall and Trafalgar Square for so. hours after a
protest by 40.000 people against a
new tav denounced by opponents
is Its in mg the rich.
.
least 331 people were injured
341 arrested.
Scotland Yard police headquar- Tel said 68 people arrested in the
’ in ni uig would appear in court today
.; on charges of disturbing public
order, burglary. theft and assault.
and had been kept in custody.

Sunday , Pi nue Minister
Margaret Thatcher and opposition
politicians agreed that a small
group it extremists were to blame
(Or turning what had been a peaceful protest violent.
Among those appearing in court
today were three men and a woman
arrested Sunday when Home Secretary David Waddington. touring
Whitehall, was met with protests.
His car was damaged by protesters, who attacked him shouting:
’No poll tax!"
The tax, which took effect Sunday in England and Wales, replaces a property tax with a levy on
each adult. Critics say it is unfair
because Britain’s richest man pays
the same amount as his gardener.
Politicians of all political leanings said the rioters were enemies
of freedom and demanded tough
punishment.

Itte tiCIROIlst ral on organizers.
the All Britain Anti-Poll Tax Federation. blamed small groups of
troublemakers without specifically
identifying them. They also accused police of losing control.
Ms. Thatcher said the protest
was "taken over by some extreme
groups who used violence with no
consideration for others or their
property."
Labor Party chief Neil Kinnock,
whose party is 28 points ahead of
Mrs. Thatcher’s Conservatives in
the polls, said those who caused
the violence must be "treated as
criminals" and punished.
Scotland Yard launched an investigation into the six -hour street
battle that sent 58 police and 86 civilians to the hospital, injured 22
police horses and caused hundreds
of thousands of dollars of damage.

Soviet officials hope to resolve conflict soon
Lithuania
\( )5(.()\\, ( API
in
lied Soviet officials to
sit Vilnius and sent a delegation
to Moscow in hopes of beginning
; talks toward resolving a tense
standoff over the Baltic republic’s
declaration of independence.
Lithuanian President Vytautas
Landshergis said he hoped for a
, peaceful settlement despite Soviet
.1 President Mikhail S. Gorbachev’s
demand Saturday that the Baltic republics parliament renounce its
\ larch 11 move to secede.
Vilnius was reported to he
mostly quiet today. About IM(8)
pro-independence demonstrators
rallied outside the Lithuanian pros-

et:tutor’s office against the occupation of the building Friday night by
Soviet soldiers, sources said.
Both a prosecutor appointed by
ithuania s breakaway government and one sent from Moscow
were working in the building
today, and employees reported no
direct conflicts.
A message to Gorbachev from
the Presidium of Lithuania’s Supreme Council legislature was
made public today, inviting a Soviet delegation to participate in
talks. said Carla Gruodis. a
spokeswoman for the legislature.
Landsbergis and other members
of the Presidium told Gorbachev

that Lithuania’s discussion of the
Soviet president’s Saturday message "could occur with the participation of representatives that you
would send, who could further explain the Soviet government’s position." Ms. Gruodis quoted the
document assaying.
"Lithuania’s representatives are
. to discuss Lithuania’s
ready
legal status in terms of the Soviet
Constitution and international
law." she quoted the document as
saying.
Lithuania has said that it is willing to discuss everything except its
independence.

To ease the burden of
off-campus agencies.
the city of San Jose
will provide
specialists to train
personnel for
emergency rescue
teams and fire
suppression teams
Everett. said that the station was
off the air "less than one minute"
after the quake. Letts added that
the staff was granted access back
into the newsroom about 36 hours
later.
Another difficulty. Letts said, is
that "after a major quake. the students cannot be required to come
in... He added that many students
would be needed at home, or other
places away front the station, to
help out.
Staley added that, "KSJS was
one of a very few radio stations in
Santa Clara County that remained
on the air." He pointed out that the
station provided a lot of information to students, staff and faculty
members, as well as the general
public.
The SJSU Amatuer Radio Club
will provide other essential communication links in case primary
means, such as the telephone system, is not functioning. Staley
said. A network is being planned

to check out the conditions of other
(St’ campuses, he said.
The network will be provided by
other amatuer radio clubs on the
different California State Univer,Ii campuses. For example. he
said SJSU may be able to provide
state or federal agencies with the
condition of San Fransisco State
University. or vice-versa, in case
no other form of communication is
available.
To ease the burden of off-campus agencies, the city of San Jose
will provide specialists to train personnel for emergency rescue teams
and fire suppression teams. Staley
noted. The teams would consist of
trained supervisors to direct a number of volunteers. "One director
with 10 volunteers could do more
than five specialists." he said.
Another team he hopes to form
is a damage assessment team to determine the safety of buildings,
and extent of damage to various
structures. This, he said, would
provide valuable information to the
rescue teams.
Cargo containers soon to be acquired will hold and protect important documents and equipment.
The containers will be "10 to 20
feet long, made of heavy-duty steel
or aluminum with heavy locking
doors and will be water tight." he
said.
"After the Oct. 17 earthquake.’
he added. "scientists said there
was a 20 percent probablity of a
greater magnitude earthquake on
the Hayward Fault. Slippage on
the Hayward Fault has been greater
than cited.
"There is a real sense of urgency to what we are doing."

REgisvERTO VOTE

peared at the site on Saturday to
give Booker a building permit. The
city waived the usual fee. said
Widener, who was joined by state
Sen. Nicholas Petris and Chuck
Mack., secretary-treasurer of the
Teamsters’ union Local 70.
Organizations and individuals
contributed about $4,000 by Saturday, and several companies donated food and supplies for the volunteers or provided them with
dumpsters and portable toilets.
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Honduran
launches
manhunt

TEGUCIGALPA, HonduThis country’s
ras (AP)
top military officer has
vowed to capture the gunmen
who wounded eight U.S. airmen in an ambush, and a nationwide manhunt for suspected leftist rebels was
under way.
"We already have concrete leads on the identities
of the authors of these
crimes," Gen. Arnulfo Canter Lopez. the Honduran
armed forces chief. said Sunday in San Pedro Sula. Honduras’ second-largest city.
"We will capture them and
apply to them the full force
of the law."
Hours after the three gunmen opened fire on a bus carrying 28 U.S. airmen an
anonymous caller to a radio
network claimed responsibility on behalf of the leftist
Morazano National Liberation Front.
U.S. Embassy spokesman
Terrence Kneetxme said the
Honduran military was assuming the front, which has
claimed responsibility for
previous attacks on U.S. soldiers, was behind Saturday’s
attack.
All U.S. military personnel in Honduras were confined to barracks, and Knee hone said the U.S. Embassy
advised U.S. citizens to keep
a low profile and avoid public places where they could
be targeted for attack.

Communicate In Color
Now At lanko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies!
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Transparencies
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Even Copy From Slides!

Open Early, Late, & Weekends
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310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)

kinkos5.
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Studies find new facts
for variety of problems
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SAN DIEGO (AP)
Ube
tounder of Baldheaded Men ot
America says guys with shiny noggins won’t worry about a new
study that found they’re prone to
high blood pressure and cholesterol, which may boost their risk of
heart disease.
"I doubt if they’ll lose a hair
about it." John Capps said by
phone from Morehead City, N.C.,
where the group is based "because
we have more head and less hair."
Dr. Maurizio Trevisan, of the
State University of New York at
Buffalo, presented his findings
about bald men during an American Heart Association conference
in San Diego. Two other studies
found:
Women who give birth to five
or more children undergo a nearly
8 percent drop in blood levels of
high-density lipoprotein, or HDL,
the so-called "good" cholesterol
believed to protect against heart
disease.
"I’m not going to recommend
women do family planning based
on this" single study, said researcher Dr. Elizabeth BarrettConnor of the University of California, San Diego. "I would tell a
woman who had five or more kids
her HDL is the least of her troubles.’

Sixth- through eighth -grade
children have significantly lower
’’good’’ cholesterol levels if one or
both parents smoked at home daily
or if the child chewed tobacco
weekly or smoked cigarettes
monthly.
"This is another reason for parents who smoke to think seriously
about the toxic effect their habit
has on their children," said Dr.
Paul Ponwehn. the University of
Iowa researcher who conducted the
study.
Trevisan studied 872 electronics
factory workers in Italy. He found
blood cholesterol and blood pressure levels rose with age among
the 278 men with "male-pattern
baldness"
a receding hairline
and a bald spot on the crown of the
head.
The small hut significant increases weren’t found among the
321 men with full heads of hair or
the 273 with receding hairlines hut
not a balding crown, he said.
Trevisan and colleagues at the
University of Naples plan research
on whether the elevated cholesterol
and blood pressure levels actually
make bald men more prone to heart
attack and stroke.
Without such research, "We
can’t say if you exhibit typical
male -pattern baldness, you’re

be the first to die in the California
gas chamber since 1967.
The margin of error is 3 percent.
Sixty percent said they were in
favor of Harris’ execution, 16 percent were opposed, 5 percent were
undecided and 19 percent hadn’t
heard enough to respond.
Harris was sentenced to the gas
chamber in 1979 for murdering
two teen-age boys he had kidnapped while stealing a car to use in a
bank holdup.
Those surveyed were also overwhelmingly in favor of the death
penalty for convicted murderers.
VevAnW-gight ,percent were in
FAor /I* teath penalty in general, 18 percent were opposed and
4 percent were unsure.
The Times Poll also asked

going to have a heart attack," Trevisan said. "These (elevated levels) are not numbers that place
these men in a very high-risk category for developing coronary
heart disease. But this may change
as the men age."
Told of the study, Capps said.
"Baldheaded men continue to try.
to get ahead in life, and this may
he one of the risks. ... Maybe we
need to put our heads together on it
and work out a solution.’
The study showing lower
"good" cholesterol levels among
five-time mothers involved 1,275
women in Rancho Bernardo, near
San Diego.
"Pregnancy may be another risk
for heart disease, but it does not
show up until five or more," said
UCSD research fellow Donna
Kritz-Silverstein, who conducted
the study with Barrett-Connor, the
university’s chairwoman of community and family medicine.
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which sentence they favored more
strongly for convicted murderers
"the death penalty or life imprisonment without the possibility
of parole."
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BEVERLY HERITAGE HOTEL
Front Office Position Foal pace.
work with people Flex Evenings
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THE COLLEGIATE DREAM 520-$60
per hour. part time A dream come
true
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HOUSING
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you Also. good part-time income
for the holidays Call JANE al 251.
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Medical Dental
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SQUARE

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll nowt Savit your teeth, eyes
and money. too Cleanings end
Office visits at no charge For brosee A S office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)3716611 in San Jose
chure

U S,S BOXER REUNION
Was
your
Fetter. Granddad
Uncle, Cousin. Brother of Friend
one of the 50,000 men who served
on the US S. Boxier CV21? 11 sow. ate having a reunion In Pence.
cola, Florid, in Oct The dates are
101h. 11th, 12th
13th For more
info cell John Pigman at (415)
656-1497.

AUTOMOTIVE
’ATTENTION-GOVT seized vehicles
from 5100 Fords Mercedes. Cob
vilifies, Chevy.
Call
Guide

Surplus Buyers
1-602-838-8885

ext.A4250
SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS. 4 -wheelers
TV.. stereos, tumours. computers by DEA, FBI, IRS and U S cue.
Available your area now
Call 1-805-642.7555, ut. C-1255

HELP WANTED
EASY WORK. ...tint
pay, Assemble products at home
Details (1) 602,838-8885, ell W-

ATTENTION

4250
ATTENTION. Earn money reading
books. 032.000 year income potential Details (1)602-836-8845
let 564250.
ATTENTION GROWING SALES TEAM
need, sales reps IMMEDIATELY
Fleck,. Call 720-0185
ATTENTION -HIRING! Govt jobs .your
area. $17.840-$60.485. Call 1-602836-8865, eat 94250
BRIDAL MAGAZINE looking for creative writer. This l a great opportunity for those interested Contact KRISTINA el (408) 292-5100
AVAIL.
POSITIONS
CHILDCARE
ABLE. Full & part time permit
nen 8 summer positions References required Northern Calif
Nannies, 4546 El Camino Real,
suite V. Los Altos. (415)949-2933
staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at locol residential
ties for young adults 8 edifies
cents with autism & related disc’
Mlles
Sterling

FT 8 PT positions null
Call (408(
$6-S6 25 hr

448-3953
for
MIRING
NOW
CRUISESHIPS
spring. Chrisimes and next summer breaks Mem positions Call
1-805-682-7555, eel S-1062.
EARN BIG BUCKS
Campus Connection. the top col.
lege magazine, needs ambitious
students Gain great business as.
potence, earn up to 1.4.000 end
powerhouse your resume e. you
sell ad space and help (Helen
your

school

edition

Campus

Connection provides extensive
training, materials, and support
We ye worked successfully erlth
hundreds of students Full or port
time positions available
Call ROBIN, Network Coordinator.
at (800)342-51 le

tongs

49 DODGE CORONET, clinic. runs
great. orlg owner, under 10011
rni , S2000 (415) 948-1403

COMPUTERS
INFERNO OBS
300 t 200 2400 baud. Muir..
toe. & IBM librere., 25 phone
lines multImeer chat (406) 395.

Bel

3721

(408) 395-5378. (408) 921,-

11035

(415) 964-4083, (41S) 860

3212 Scott Blvd
Sania Clare

EARN EXTRA CASH este & profitable
to arldf Oren fund Reiser R & M
Enterprises. But 502 Gridley C
95948-0502
EARN 51000’s weekly. Make $500 for
100 envelope. Muffed
every
Send refteddreseid, elemPed
envelope 10 E,tr.lrrco,n. Unlint
lied P0 Bo. 64899 Chicago III
80104-0999
EASY MONEY..
Uo to $700 restart

(408) 727-9793

15-20 hr.
chanised

per wee

Basic me-

Rosettes. security en.
carport, cable hook-up.

darn date ntry and handling customer Inquires Skills should In’
dude good phone personality.
basic typing skills end self initiative Will train Call Laurie al
SUPER LOCOMOTION,.

privileges,

(408)734-5279
PART TIME DAY
Public school teacher needed the
tell for high quality develop...lei
co-op public school In Willow

Is April 9th
PERSONA le part of an INT’L NET.
WORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Area, we’re looking for
people interested in Sales. Acct

dep $696.50. 287-3645
deposit, BASE8200 per month,
MENT ROOM, close to campus

STUDENTS! Start to urn NOW with
my 7 book business kit Real re-

LOST & FOUND

Admin Support 8 Bilingual
English Japanese position. No

turned the PINK WALLET to LOST

STUDENTS
WE WANT YOU FOR the job,
BEST PERSONNEL recruits for.
data entry rens, typists, word
processor., receptionists, general office and computer progremmer. We also recruit for
rates

vary depending on job skills and
work experience Call us TODAY
tor your summer or future employment Cell 984-1340. never a

I Found Dept 1 would like to meal
you end Hunk you and I can be
contested et 924-1352

PERSONALS

move your unwanted Mir (chinbikini-turnmy-mouslochebacketc ) 15% discount to students &
faculty Call before May 31,1990.
the let appointment
1 2 price

fee
STUDENTS.
WE WAMT YOU for the lob.

’ Unwanted haft disuppears wfth

BEST PERSONNEL
recruits tor clerical end technical
positions for your summer and future Cell 984-1340

GWEN CHELOREN,
my care
R E 559-3500, 1645 S Bascom
’HAIR
Campbell
Ave
CC.
TODAY GONE TOMORROW"
CATHOLIC

HERE at the RUSTY
SCUPPER Business is booming.
IS

with professors own Petaled solutions
Available for 8 engt
merino course.. EIT Calculus

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
on Sunday evenings et

MASS
6:30 & 8 00 PM, Campus Christian

FESTIVAL.’

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GOT Mexico.

Howell,
Europe,
United
Stetes7 Cell for low air fares Personalized service Arlene 997-

0-Chem, Phyalc,

etc 24 different books available at

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life?

TYPING
AAAAHAI. LOWER RATES

sallalectionl Are you perfection.

or adventure es smelly as picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
hear six uclting me.sarus from

1st when it Co.,,,. to your reports,
thesis,
overheads,
resumes,

quality people or you can record

STUDENTS
PROFESSORS
call Picture Perfect Desktop Publishing and Design now tor Ell

glers?

to leave your phone number on an
open line Call (408) 986-2523 for

your word processing needs’ We
have uperience in Wordperfut
’Venture DTP WORDSTAR ’Pa.
-Scanning
GraphIc
gernakor

free detail. Cell today, Someone
I. wetting lo meet you’ (406) (415)
975-2002 18 . only S2
toll, if

Arts We proof all our work and

any

laser print Weal! 923-3956

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM et

SASH.

Too many reports and not

enough tirne7 RELAX and le ME
do the TYPING,. Reclines, term

PREGNANT, SJSU ALUMNI couple

papers. thfnate. NNW.. etc Grad
under -grad. Available dins.. weekends by appt Laser
972-4992
printer Call ANNA

wish to adopt Financially ...cure
Lot’e 01 love to give Call Patti or

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS,
Trust pro Reports, theses, re

about activities, call Rev
Firnhaber et 294-0204,

Norb

Berl any time 51 250-1311.

sum...

letters,

mailings.

etc

Earn money for your fraternity

Spell grommar check. Wordproceseing.WordPerect 5.1. posts-

sorority, club or business by selling silkureened T -Shirts with

cript Weer printer Close to camStudent
pus
P U, del
oven

T-SMIRTS

discounts

your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM
(415) 962-6801
U S.5 BOXER REUNION
Wes
your
Father,
Granddad.

EDP

Service*

270

6014 EVELYN
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME.
Wordprocessing Is it fullest cc.
pacify
Laser
printing,
spell

Uncle, Cousin, Brother or Friend

checking, grammar chock. edit-

one of the 50.000 men who served
on the U SS Boxer CV217 tf so.

ing. powerful graphics program
for charts, graphs, slides, over’
heeds, and color too, Plus feel
turneround and guaranteed work

we are hovIng a reunion In Pensacola, Florida in Oct The dates es
101h, 11th, 12th 13th For more
Info call John Plgrnan at (415)
656-1497

Cell now PAMELA et 944.3862
ACADEMIC TYPING AT REASONA
BL E RATES - Need our help,
witty and accuracy guaranteed
Were fast, dependable gremrnar
aware, both college green Specialty In Science end all English

CUSTOM DESIGNED 8 MADE 4
YOU
Cruller Product.

subject. for theses papers, re
ports, returnee. etc Free proo-

Services’

fing disk stony* 251-0449

Many typestyles end designs to
$$$$$Choose FromISSU
$$$$$Call (406) 238-2329846U

AFFORDABLE

Tutoring,

consultation, billogre
phis material., and editing eery ices Final draught preparation

CLINIC

EXPERIENCED

formats plus APA SPELCHEK,
punctuation grammar essistance
All work guaranteed, Call PAM

1415)841-5036
ELECTROLYSIS

AND

wordprocessing, Term papers re
ports, group pews, mules, kitten. theses. etc Letter quality. All

RESEARCH SERVICES

247.2481,5 ain-lern /or worrying
profeesionel dependable urea,

Unwanted

her removed forever by special.
151 Confkkential Your very own
probe 247-7486. 335 S Baywood
Ave . San Jou

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professional word processing
Themes, lerrn pipers, group pro-

TRAVEL
AIR FARE DISCOUNTS, TWA of.
fere SJSU students lifis OR any
published tare, Purchase your
student discount card now. Also
ask about the T WA Getaway

sentence structure (knowledgeble on buena, APA
Campbell.
format) Equipment used Word
Perfect HPLaur
Consider’
.610experience and for.
me, English
GLEN are.

TOON

WILLOW

HIGHER

Now you cen find lore, romence,

your own message And with our
voice moll service, you don’t have

01 term papers research protect.
L rallumin
WIll gladly assist
w grommar
punctuation
and

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton
&
Winchester
Cell
SHIRLEY at 376-3519 $2 per page
minimum 5 peg.

3647

Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) 4
Roberts Bookstore

EDITORIAL,

BARE IT ALL? Stop .having, using,
tweezing or using chemical Mpg tortes Let me permanently re-

JAZZ

tor sale 5354 April
26-May 2 For mate Information
please cell (415)967-3532

Prof...on
throughout USA Exam problems

DE, LA, Gen

ORLEANS

Plane ticket

from

$$$$SBUTTONSifiSSUS

THANKS TO THE PERSON who re

Pay

FILES

SERVICES

Call 283-0246

sults. Free Details E Henderson
Publications 146 S 10th St. Ste

SUMMER

1 2 0111. 2 bee from

7th St. 1.12 bikecomm. Mel
Ilk* cat., F pre $260 ma ist, last

7 See Jose. CA 95112

Glen Campbell area Call KELLY
al 377.1595 Application deadline

all

ROOMATE WNTD. 4-15, 2 bdrrn spt S

sults Free Peelle E Henderson
Publication., 146 S 10th Sr.Ste

positions

townhouse,

SJSU Cell 971.2519

STUDENTS, Start to earn NOW with
my 7 -book business kit Real re-

technical

Campbell

ROOM FOR RENT, 8188 mw, kitchen

Office 3rd Floor, Student Union

*nig Cell ANDY at 243-2830
NEW

Judy Ryan at 296-0204

amenities Call MIKE et 370-1824

needed
Positions) may become lull -lime In
Summer Contact the Director’s

7, San Joe., Ca. 95112.
OFFICE ASSISTANT
FT PT Temp positions in our mail
order catelog company
Duties Include taking phone or

call Father Rob Leger or Seter

11th St

bath

skills

credit card tor you and your par,

Center 10th
Son Carlos For
more into eboul other activities

Campus Christian Denier, 10th 8
San Carlos For more information

MALE Nonifinolie. open minded
roommate needed lor 2 br , 2 1 2

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU

7,
IC 1’0/4

ii453

(IP

EXAM
SUMMER JOBS. Do you know how to
drive a nail saw board, pkge pvc

Asked by Times pollsters
whether "it is morally wrong to
fake a life no ’matter what the circumstances, or is it morally right
to take a life depending on the circumstances," six in 10 said it
sometimes is all right.

Mot m5vasTER F04

Classified

message

8746

05 *PSI AIV
-Vin-

T LID’Y
5 ANG TO ISSIGN
30 PAGE PAPER TO
DO OVER SPLING
BUT THINKING rr OYE
RE SC INDED SPAIN()
!

Application

The answer was the death penalty 60
percent to 32 percent
with 8 percent unsure.
Most of those surveyed also felt
the death penalty seldom "acts as a
deterrent to crime" and eight in 10
said they believed "innocent persons are executed" sometimes.

Levi said it was the bribery .
charges that led to the charges of ’
obstrution of justice and filing’ a
false financial affidavit with tie .
U.S. District Court.

Maguire & Mehallo’

Trevisan and Barrett-Connor
speculated hormone changes accompanying balding and pregnancy might cause the cholesterol
patterns they found. Those patterns
existed even after accounting for
individual differences in age,
weight and obesity, and cigarette
and alcohol consumption.

Classified
Call me today

7

allSe 411.1ard

Seven Second Delay

(or 280) 5725$825 rno Cell 280-9157. John or
Mediu Of please leave complete

ANNOUNCEMENTS

sota where he operate, a
.1e..0
store and conducts a real estate
business.
U.S. Attorney David F Levi
said Bryan still faces a May 30 trial
on charges of bribery in connection
with the Sacramento cable Iran-

A fedsACKAMLNIO iAPi
eral jury found former Sacramento
County Supervisor William M.
Bryan guilty Monday of obstructing justice and filing a false financial affidavit.
Bryan. 52. how lives in Minne-

780

AVOW!!! Buy or sell

Li

Sacramento supervisor is found guilty of obstructing justice

Harris should be put to death,
most voters in California say
LOS ANGELES (AP)
California
voters overwhelmingly
favor executing Robert Harris for
killing two San Diego teen-agers,
reflecting the public’s longstanding support for capital punishment,
a statewide poll shows.
A federal appeals court judge
stayed today’s scheduled 3 a.m.
execution of Harris to give lawyers
more time to challenge the competence of his trial psychiatrists.
But the Los Angeles Times Poll
released yesterday shows that in
the court of public opinion the
judgment is clear: Harris should
die in the gq chaniber.
During.’ fl5etlik-day telephone
survey, 1,667 registered voters
were asked if they favored the execution of Harris, noting he would

SPARTAN DAILY

Li

ARE YOU CONCERNED about yOur
grodes7 Of course you are A
neatly typed paper gets higher
grade Error -Ire, papers Impress
profs For this quality. cell WRITE.
TYPE
(406) 972-9430
EDITORIAL

SERVICES WP -Pages
need pottering -I Get help from a
Professional Tech
Editor with
English Degree Word Processing
(all formats) and Desktop Pub.
Dishing (resumes,
newsletters,
fliers. etc.( Cell PATRICIA In WIL
LOW GLEN (406) 288-5488 (leave
message)

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING! US
wprn Ouality guaraillud. Corn.
pettily. mites Term papers, tug
transcription. resumes, thee.,
legal peers mailing Iles. graph.
Ice. etc Call (408)984-5203 lode,
LETTER QUALITY REPORTS, th nis
etc are easy on professors I arn
grade conscious groduale Very
reasonable rates Call RAJU al
(408)2384759
LISA’S TYPING
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
(4081964-5837
Tern Papers Resumes
Theses
Personal Bus
Reports
Proposals
Feet.E pertDependable
Night Saturdays Rush
Located in the
Santa Clara San Jose Area
SERVICING

YOUR WORD PRO
CESSING and Graphics needs
Call Katie at Technically Typing
291-0750

Term

papers

Thous. etc UMW print.. Fru
grammar spell punc chock Rev
sortable rates, quick turnaround
TYPING

WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS -- REPORTS
THESES RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(408)972-1563

TYPING WORD

PROCESSING fast
lecture.. reasonable All types of
papers Spell checking and proof
reeding Same day service Belly
247-8066, Santa Clara

WORD

PROCESSING letter

quality

printing, copies ec
CECILIA -- (4061223-6102
Word
processing
814 hr 82 50
pow. whichever is less’

wls, etc All formals including
APA Laser printer Quick return

WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journelern greduee

Transcription service. seeable
Almaden Annan’, em u
Phom

Free

264-4504

gramme.

On commis every day
spelling. punctuation

&
check
Laser printer
Also, Desktop Publishing

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-5441 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING

(40612117.3178

Engr

Fee PERSONA, (408)453-0505
PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment In
he Fell 1990 semester II you
would like to work with handschool setIcepped children in
ting for up to 20 flours per week
nest school year. this Is your opportunity Pick up an application
form in Sweeney Hall 204 or the
Cooperative Education Office.
Building 0 You must be able to

deminmemmemmimmememimmimiimmiummemmimemmommemmis
Print Your Ad Here
(COunt approximately 30 letters and spaces Ica each line)
Ad Rates

aT

Minimum three lines on one day

I
I

school hours
during
mornings and serly eft re noon.

W0flf

RUSTY SCUPPER RESTAURANT is
hiring. Food agues and hom.
Monday -Friday.
Apply
us,

I

I

2 30pm-Spin or cell 245-2911
Apply at 1235 Oakmind Pkwy,,
SECURITY OFFICERS"I
I
NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY Is hiring for full
end port time is/million.
All Miff useable

I

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Cell 946-2213 II-4 PM for Into

I

260 Meriden Ave , San Joe*
STUDENT MAINTENANCE
ASSISTANT
positions needed in
Student Union"

Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
$580
$530
3 Lines
$430
$680
41 ines $530 $630
5 Lines $630 $730 $7 70
$870
6 L Ines
$720 $825
Each Additional Line Add $1 00

Four
Days
$605
$705
$805
$895

Five
Days
$635
$730
$475
$925

Extra
Day
$1 (0
5131)
51 45
$1 60

10-14 Lines $77 00
5-9 Lines $55 00
15 Plus Lines $9900

I

I
a

I
IIIIIIIIJIIIIIII:III1Illilli

I
IIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIII

Print Name
I

Address__

.

pho,

Phone 9243277

I

City 8 State

I
I ,.iv ..

Enclosed is $_____ _

I Circle ClassifieMion.
II

I

IiIIIIIIIII

1

Semester Rates (All Issues)

Sunnyvele

SECURITY OFFICERS
Security officer. end nesse,
gems All .ififts. FT PT, we will
troin Apply In person 24 Ms, 7
week ACUFACTS, Inc ,
dee

I
1111111111)j_,

I
I

Announcements

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers
f or Sale

Housing

Travel

Lost 8 Found
personal

Typing

II
%um ommtmeimeimitmeemm

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER

Classihea Desk Locattra’nin’s’ide WIN 102

I

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192
memo

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

I
I

I 1

SPARTAN DAILY
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Forward: Magazine promotes unity
11AM plINI

dela. a review of a new rap club in
Palo Alto. a story shout the 101:11I1
mg of San Jose City I ’him% to
Martin Luther King. Jr I "Nat)
and ii work of fiction
thc
Though the main Nip( tse
magazine is to creak’ mot), .ao,mg
African- American students, part ot
the impetus for its leaf n ni N.P.
iii’ ansfaction %al) the cement
media voices on campus
Taylor said of the "t !PH
Against Blacks" story
I don’t
knew) it something like that would
base been printed in the (Spartan)
Dail) or ma."
’ All I know is that a lot of peopIe who have submitted articles to
the Dail) about African-Americans
on campus and about issues that
ate concerning us have had problems getting them in
Aldo Maragom. the editor in
chief of the Spartan Daily. said
that he would want to get UPD’s
side (il the story before printing the
article. But he said he would be
Ipen to printing the story if it was
investigated more. If it was submitted as a letter as opposed to a
news story . it would probably be
punted. Maragom said.
It a letter "doesn’t get printed
right away. It is usually because of
space. ’ Maragom said.
Ronald Green, a co-founder and
photo editor of ’Forward.’’ was a
photographer for the Daily in the
spring of 198H. He said that the
Daily’s coverage of African -American events made them seem
smaller and less important than
they really were.
. Ile said thin some Of his photographs tin African Awareness
’Month didn’t get used in the Daily
because there wasn’t a writer to go
with him to cover the events.
"The things that I was interested
in I couldn’t really do because.
most of my peers weren’t inter
ested in doing them," Green said.
"I ended up going with the ma,
jority vote."
Monica Braboy, a contributing
writer to "Forward." agrees with
Green. Without "Forward" she
doesn’t think there would be a
voice for African-American students on campus. she said.
"We need a medium that will
attract readers for us." she said.
"There are things that we need

’I see the
magazine going
forward and
maybe making a
dent in people’s
consciousness.’
Donald Taylor,
Forward managing editor
to knit% about that won’t be in the
Spartan Daily, that won’t he in Access (magazine). There :ITC POMes
that we want other African- American students to know about . ’
But Braboy said that if there
were "a substantial number" of
African -Americans on staff, then
things would probably he different.
Currently. there are no AfricanAmericans on the 31 -member
Daily staff of editors and reporters.
Maragoni said that anyone is
wel
e to write for the Daily if
they have completed the required
courses. Ile also said that the quantity of coverage is not affected by a
lack of African -Americans on
staff.
"If any group has anything
going on campus, all they have to
do is call and if we have someone
available, we’ll send them." he
said.
Nevertheless. Taylor is concerned that there are no African.
Americans on the Daily and for
that matter, on United States newspapers in general. He said that the
Daily is a "microcosm" of United
States newspapers.

It eve u. lot bchuid the amera
and the pencil telling the stories,
sometimes it gets slanted. Sometime% it gets slanted unitentionall)
and sometimes it get% slanted intentionally ."
But, despite his concern, he encourages African -American students to write for "Forward**
rather than the Daily_
"Our primaray goal is to develop our own direction," Taylor
said. "We have a license to do that
when we collectively unite among
ourselves.
Taylor said that there first must
be unification among themselves
before African Americans should
enter the mainstream media.
Taylor and the ASMC spends
time recruiting to promote interest
in media -related fields. Ile is concerned that the effort involved in
putting out the magazine is swallowing the group’s time for recruit
ing.
Minorities "tend to go into
fields that make a lot of money like
business and engineering because
traditionally they’ve come from
deprived homes." Taylor said.
"We feel that the more important thing is how we are portrayed
in the media."
Taylor and his staff will continue handing out copies of the
magazine to students and teachers.
Ile would like to develop a network with other magazines on
other campuses.
Eventually, he hopes to see it
sold in college bookstores and turn
into a business.
"I see the magazine going forward and maybe making a dent in
people’s consciousness."

Department’s new policy prohibits
stray pit bull terriers from being adopted
1.05 VN( if I LS I
Unclaimed stray pit bull terriers and
related breeds will no longer he
available toi adoption from city
animal pounds because of public
safety concerns raised by the fatal
mauling of an elderly woman.
The Department of Animal Regulation’s new policy means that
most ot the I .500 pit bulls and
similar dogs taken into the city’s

ON CAMPUS

Dana Fullendorf
San Francisco State University

six pounds each year will he put to
death after a seven-day waiting period.
Robert I. Rush, head of animal
regulation. said the policy was
adopted in February because the
adoption of a pit hull puts a "potential dangerous situation" into a
household.
The city’s first fatal pit bull attack occurred in January.

Deukmejian’s plan rejected
by Assembly Democrats
SACRAMENTO

(API

Democrats in the California Assembly rejected on a party line
vote Monday Gov. George
Ikulonejian’s proposal to put
state prison inmates to work

short of the required 41 -vole
majority, with Republicans
unanimously in support and’
Democrats abstaining or voting
no.

Baker and other Republicans
Technically, the prison work argued at length in favor of the
proposal was not before the As- hill. while Democrats restricted
sembly, only a motion to with- their arguments to upholding
draw it from a committee which legislative rules, which they
had defeated it. But the vote on maintained was the only issue
the withdrawal motion was the before them.
last chance to bring back to life
"It’s moderate. It leads to rethe prison work plan. ACA11
by Assemblyman Bill Baker. R - habilitation. It leads to job (tat ning." said Republican floor
Walnut Creek.
leader Ross Johnson of FulIt failed on a 32-11 vote, nine lerton.

ROTC: May get the boot
I. rime page I
No decision for action was made
at the meeting, hut members spoke
of gathering more information and
holding a debate with people from
the ROTC in the amphitheater near
.
the Student Union.
Instructors in military science
lack academic freedom because
they can’t speak their own views
and must adhere to Pentagon policy. said Bob Gliner. professor of
sociology.
"If that’s the kind of mentality,
what kind of citizens are we turning out?" Gliner said.
Instructors in all the disciplines.
not just ROTC, are responsible to
superiors, said Lt. Col. John Petrick, professor of military science
in an earlier interview. However,
he said. "we are neccsarily more
standardized in what we teach."
Cadets at SJSU must have the
same training in military skills as
students from any other ROTC
programs. Petrick said, so they can
all perform at a certain entrance
level when they begin service in
the military.
This is not unlike industry standards set by the Federal Aviation
Administration for aviation students, he said.
To charges by some faculty that
ROTC students aren’t taught crit-

ical thinking or ethics because they
must blindly follow orders. Petrick
said "We certainly have avenues
of dissent available to us in the
military."
Part of their classroom training
is in ethical decision-making. he
said. Students are asked to make
decisions in hypothetical combat
or peacetime situations.
An example. he said, is that students are given a mission to perform behind enemy lines during a
war. They are mistaken by the
enemy as one of their own, and are
asked to do illegal things or to kill
people. The only way not to aid the
enemy would be to reveal his or
her identity. The students have to
decide what to do.
"They’re taught to go through a
deliberate process," Petrick said.
"They have to come up with the
best and most defendable solution."
The faculty senate at California
State University. Northridge recently passed a policy that will
abolish ROTC there because of the
military’s discrimination against
gays and lesbians.
The policy, approved by the fac
ulty senate by a 44 to 15 vote, must
be signed by CSU. Northridge
President James Cleary by April 23
it iti-to take affect.

Cronin
From page I
signed by the presidents of II out
of the 13 fraternities involved in
IF(’ The remainine tut, president.
were unavailable. according to
Capita,
"I think that we are a self-governing Nid) and we have a right to
have leaders who we choose to be
our leaders," Carpita said.
The bylaws state that the WC
president shall have clear academic
standing and maintain at least a 2.0
cummulative SJSU grade point a% erage and that he must have been
an active member of his fraternity
for at least one semester.
"I don’t have a precedent for
this," said Houston, who was
speaking on behalf of Samuel
Henry. the associate dean of Student Set % ices.
Houston told Cronin that the
matter needed to he discussed with
I km) .
"It the (lime! sit)’ expects me to
give in and walk out with my tail
between my legs then they have
the wrong individual," Cronin
said.
The matter will be taken up with
the Associated Students judiciary
board if need be. according to Ce,
nin.
Colin Clover, IFC vice president
in charge of administration, who
was expected to fill in for Cronin
during his absence, stated at the
meeting that he would refuse to do
so without Cronin’s consent.
"I cannot and will not accept responsibility of IFC president until
Todd steps down on his own free
will." Clover said.
The Pi Kappa AlpIta national
headquarters is backing Cronin
1(1) percent. according to Joe Espinosa, president of the Pikes.
The Pikes are being dealt with
by their nationals as a group and
Cronin is an individual who should
he treated as such, according to Espinosa.
"It’s a scary thought that the administration is trying to control a
student group." Carpi ma said.
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"It’s the perfect car
for students
about to enter
the real world’:
It’s no wonder that Dana Fullendorf is going
forward in a new Jetta GL. Her relationship with
Volkswagen goes way back.
"It must have started at birth, when I was
brought home in a 1963 Beetle."
As soon as Dana was old enough to drive, a
succession of Volkswagens followed. A 1969
Beetle convertible. A 1973 Super Beetle. And
Dana’s first new cara 1984 Rabbit Diesel
a car she was reluctant to part with, until her
sister purchased a new Jetta GLI.
"I really didn’t need a new car. My Rabbit
was in great shape and gave me no problems
whatsoever. But I said to myself, if my sister
can get a new Jetta then so can I.
"This car fits my image to a T I’m a student
on the brink of becoming a professional. And I
need a car that’ll fit into both of my worlds."
The Jetta GL. Performance and practicality at
a Volkswagen price.
We get the idea that when Dana Fullendorf
graduates, she’s going to go a long, long way.
The VCI College Graduate Finance Plan makes owning or
leasing a Volkswagen easier than ever before. And you
may not need a credit history to qualify. Visit your
authorized Volkswagen dealer for complete details.

VOLKSWAGEN
If you drive a Volkswagen, you might be selected to appear
in an ad like the one above. Send your story and a photo
to: Volkswagen Testimonials 187 S. Woodward, Suite 200
Birmingham, Michigan 48009

